The spread of a replication-competent MuLV retroviral vector can be efficiently blocked by deletion variants.
A retroviral vector in which the gag and pol genes have been replaced by the NLS-lacZ reporter gene was derived from a cloned AKV-like virus. A complementing cell line expressing the gag and pol retroviral genes was constructed. The retroviral vector was demonstrated to replicate in the complementing cells. Since transfection is known to generate deletion variants of the introduced plasmid, we have examined whether it can give rise to viral forms with a replicating advantage over the initial vector. After transfection in complementing cells the spread of the vector was followed by X-gal staining. The fraction of stained cells increased for the first 10 days following transfection and was then stabilized to about 20% stained cells, thus defining two cell types; one with LacZ+ phenotype and one with LacZ- phenotype. Molecular analysis showed that the latter contains a deleted form of the virus preventing cell infection by the vector presumably through a mechanism of interference involving the viral env gene. Thus, interference results in the efficient block of vector expansion.